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Blommer Announces New Sustainability Initiative for 

Cocoa Farmers 
 

Founder’s Reserve chocolate line will fund clean water project supporting 

thousands in Cote d’ Ivoire, Africa  

 

 

Chicago, 04/12/2018 - Blommer Chocolate Company, the largest cocoa processor and 

chocolate manufacturer in North America, announces a new sustainability initiative supporting 

cocoa farmers in Cote d’ Ivoire, Africa. The Livelihood, Infrastructure, Food & Technology 

program, L.I.F.T. Cocoa, provides the ability to make a serious impact on the daily lives of cocoa 

farmers by providing access to life’s basic needs, including clean water, nutritional food, health 

care and basic education. With this new initiative within the L.I.F.T. program, a portion of the 

proceeds from Blommer’s Founder’s Reserve line of chocolate will build the infrastructure to 

provide clean drinking water to villagers in Cote d’ Ivoire.  

 

To launch this initiative, Founder’s Reserve directly funded the building of water wells with 

borehole pumps that have begun providing clean water to thousands of individuals in Baleyo 

and Koffibakro. Blommer chose these villages because most of the current water supply is 

collected from surrounding ponds and hand-dug wells that are exposed to contamination and 

to drying out during the dry season. The planned wells will provide safe drinking water to 300 

families representing nearly 3,000 people.  

 

“Blommer has long been a steward in pioneering sustainable cocoa farming and advancing 

farmers’ livelihoods around the globe,” said Steve Blommer, Vice President Business 

Development. “As an industry leader, we believe sustainability efforts in cocoa communities 



provide value at every touch point in the supply chain, through improved and consistent 

product quality and a sustainable future for cocoa farming families.” 

 

As a global cocoa processor and ingredient chocolate supplier, Blommer Chocolate Company’s 

sustainability initiatives focus on the critical need of farmer support in their endeavor to 

achieve economic viability for generations to come as well as the vital importance of making 

accessible the infrastructure necessary for a thriving community.    The LIFT Cocoa program was 

created in 2015 and is one of many sustainability programs the company offers. 

 

 

About Blommer Chocolate Company 

Blommer Chocolate Company is the largest cocoa processor and ingredient chocolate supplier 

in North America. With over 800 employees and five strategically located manufacturing 

facilities in North America and China, the company provides comprehensive business solutions 

for domestic and international customers of all sizes in the confectionery, baking and dairy 

industries. Among Blommer’s core competencies are cocoa bean processing, chocolate 

manufacturing, commodity risk management, and product and process R&D. The company is a 

leader in advancing sustainable cocoa farming as a founding member of the World Cocoa 

Foundation, a member of the Cocoa Action sustainability initiative, and through its privately 

managed farmer programs in Cote d'Ivoire, Indonesia and Ecuador. Founded in 1939, the 

family-owned and operated company maintains an outstanding reputation for customer service 

and quality. For more information about Blommer Chocolate Company, please visit 

www.blommer.com. 
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